
 
 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 
 July 10, 2018, 8pm EST 

 
Present: 
Lisa Nemzo, President 
Denyce Giannoises, Vice-President 
John Chitty, Treasurer 
Valerie Bowman, Secretary 
Andrea Bordelon, Director 
Johnny Henderson, Director 
Tim Polak, Director 
Shelley Drasal, Office Manager 
 
Meeting called to order. Thanks everyone for their presence. Determination that we 
have a quorum. 
 
Reports 

1. Office Manager -- Shelley 
a. Membership up to 492, including lifetime members. 
b. APTA and certification work are separate now. Shelley handles APTA. 

Marie covers certification. Both attend the CGC meetings. Marie attends 
as support staff for the CGC. Shelley attends as the APTA liaison. 

2. Financial -- John 
a. We are slightly ahead of budget and looking good. 

3. CGC -- Shelley 
a. 33 signed up to take BCPP recently, about ½ of these became new 

members. 
b. A couple schools requested that we extend the deadline for the the start of 

the new clinical requirements because they have RPP students who are 
almost finished but would not be by June 30. This was discussed with the 
consultants who agreed we could extend deadline. All applications to take 
the BCPP under current requirements must be in AND approved by 
August 31, 2018. 

c. About 4000 former members have been contacted to inform them of the 
extension. 

d. A new exam has been written. Julie is getting a test group together to 
review the exam. This is a big task as ten people have to be on, 
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approximately five, two-hour calls. She has 5-7 currently interested in 
participating. 

4. Legislation Committee -- Johnny 
a. The Federation had a meeting July 2. 

i. MA is still pursuing the human trafficking argument. NC and FL are 
the same. The Federation has learned that most of the people 
caught in human trafficking violations are licensed practitioners of 
some modality. Yet the legislatures want to get rid of anything that 
does not require a license. Johnny continues to stress the BCPP is 
beyond a license. 

ii. It was brought up wondering if we should do a class action suit 
against states like FL, RI and HI where the state does not allow you 
to work unless you take the massage exam, but you can’t take the 
exam without getting a massage license. 

b. John asked if there had been further discussion about a FTC claim? 
Johnny will bring it up the the Federation again. 

c. With Shelley’s assistance, they were able to update Polarity Therapy 
information on the Federation website. 

d. An upcoming Federation project includes getting packets to every state 
explaining who the Federation members are, what our purposes are and 
how we are different from massage. 

e. Lisa - Andrea is having to get a massage license to practice polarity in HI. 
RI is passing legislation cracking down on non-massage therapy 
practitioners. 

f. Valerie - Added that one has to be licensed as a massage therapist in TX 
as well. 

g. Shelley - Asked when the BCPP is accredited will everyone be able to 
practice or will it depend on the state. Johnny said it will depend on the 
state. 

 
New Business 
The quarterly ATM meeting was last week. 

1. Discussed putting “What is Polarity Therapy” brochure together for marketing. 
2. There are some ATMs that do not teach beyond the APP program. A survey was 

taken regarding which ATMs are willing to take students, who have completed 
their APP at another school, into their advanced programs. 

3. There was also discussion about a survey for established ATMs to be mentors 
for new schools. 

 
Old Business 

1. The Coalition -- John 
a. The Coalition is a movement by energy-based modalities. It continues to 

develop. They have a Board of Directors and Executive Director now. No 
final decision on their name as yet. 
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b. They are pushing ahead with an initial agenda including market research 
regarding what a national association of energy practitioners would want 
and about gaining credibility in the research and medical arena. 

c. Lisa -- They are enthusiastic about Polarity Therapy. John stated, yes, 
they want us involved. 

2. Conference -- Lisa 
a. Working on a location. The Hilton is the least expensive at present. If food 

is part of the contract then the price of rooms is reduced. 
b. Huge numbers of people responded to the survey and are interested in 

attending a conference. They commented about what they want to learn, 
about meals and sharing rooms. 

c. Valerie has been involved in planning conferences in the past, from the 
standpoint of applications, registration, logistics and continuing education 
certificates. 

3. Committees -- Shelley 
a. The Membership Committee’s first meeting is July 31.  
b. The Education Committee, Shelley and Nancy are working. 
c. A request has gone out seeking members for the Standards Committee. 

4. Policies & Procedures -- Val 
a. Everyone is asked to review and get IMMEDIATE concerns to Val by end 

of Saturday. The P&Ps have been revised and put into the same format as 
the CGC P&Ps. There are new P&Ps to be written but that will be ongoing. 
It is important for the accreditation process that the P&Ps as revised are 
formally approved. 

 
Comments/Announcements 

1. New Polarity Therapy Facebook group -- Andrea and Tim 
a. The current FB page is very general. Tim wanted to create something with 

old classmates to bounce Polarity ideas around with. 
b. The new page is live as of today. It is intended to be a study group and 

knowledge sharing page. We want to create community, share ideas, and 
ask questions. We see this being helpful for people currently getting out of 
school as a place to grow and share experiences. It will be an interactive 
community, a Polarity peer page. 

2. Lisa believes she has found a grant writer. She requests everyone to pass along 
possible grant sources to her. The 501c3 can do fundraising. The plan would be 
the grant writer would be paid as we are successful in being awarded grants. 

a. Valerie suggested checking with the Walton Foundation. 
b. Denyce will follow up with the Coalition regarding possible grant sources. 

 
Next meeting is August 14. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Valerie Bowman, Secretary 

Approved: 

X Lisa Nemzo   
X Denyce Giannioses 
X John Chitty 
X Val Bowman   
X Andrea Bordelon 
X Gary Strauss 
X Johnny Henderson 
X Liz Ferrara   
X Tim Polak 
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